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Record  Methane Leaks  in  Baltic  Sea:  U.S.  Government  Likely  Perpetrated Biggest-Ever
Catastrophic “Global Warming Event”

By Eric Zuesse, September 29, 2022

On September 28th, the AP headlined “Record methane leak flows from damaged Baltic Sea
pipelines” and reported that “Methane leaking from the damaged Nord Stream pipelines is
likely to be the biggest burst of the potent greenhouse gas on record, by far. … Andrew
Baxter, a chemical engineer who formerly worked in the offshore oil and gas industry, and is
now at the environmental group EDF …  said, ‘It’s catastrophic for the climate.’”

India’s Billionaire Gautam Adani: “Ecological Crossdresser”

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, September 29, 2022

Imagine the tobacco producer  who invests  in  smoke limitation programs,  or  the arms
manufacturer  who attends a conference proposing to  ban weapons and seek a better
future.  Gautam Adani, one of India’s most ruthlessly adept billionaires, has added his name
to the growing list of corporate transvestism, using ecological credentials as his camouflage
for fossil fuel predation.

Germany and EU Have Been Handed Over a Declaration of War

By Pepe Escobar, September 29, 2022

The sabotage of the Nord Stream (NS) and Nord Stream 2 (NS2) pipelines in the Baltic Sea
has ominously propelled ‘Disaster Capitalism’ to a whole new, toxic level. This episode of
Hybrid  Industrial/Commercial  War,  in  the  form  of  a  terror  attack  against  energy
infrastructure in  international  waters  signals  the absolute collapse of  international  law,
drowned by a “our way or the highway”, “rules-based”, order.
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Federal Bureau of Intimidation: The Government’s War on Political Freedom

By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, September 29, 2022

This has always been the modus operandi of the FBI (more aptly referred to as the Federal
Bureau of Intimidation): muzzle anti-government sentiment, harass activists, and terrorize
Americans into compliance. Indeed, the FBI has a long history of persecuting, prosecuting
and generally harassing activists, politicians, and cultural figures.

United Nations General Assembly Marked by Sharp Debates on the World Situation

By Abayomi Azikiwe, September 29, 2022

With  the  United  States  emerging  in  the  postwar  period  as  the  leading  capitalist  and
imperialist country in the world, it was not surprising that the headquarters was eventually
established in New York after its initial assembly in San Francisco. At that time, the majority
of  peoples and nations in Africa,  Asia and the Caribbean remained under the yoke of
imperialism.

The Bombing of the Nord Stream Pipeline: Who Benefits?

By Alex Lantier and Johannes Stern, September 30, 2022

On Monday, powerful underwater explosions blew gaping holes in the Nord Stream 1 and 2
pipelines, which carry Russian natural gas under the Baltic Sea to Germany. Gushers of gas
a kilometer in diameter are rising to the surface from the blasts, which occurred in Danish
waters. Tens of billions of dollars in infrastructure vital to financing Russia’s economy, and
powering and heating the German and European economy, lie in ruins.

Britain Takes Aggressive Anti-China Line with Hawkish PM Liz Truss

By Doug Rooney, September 29, 2022

Liz Truss, the UK’s new prime minister, is the most anti-China British leader in decades. In
the Conservative leadership contest that brought her to power, candidates competed to
show who could be more belligerent against Beijing.
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U.S. Announces $327 Million in Aid to Afghanistan, a Fraction of the Billions It Illegally Seized

By Black Alliance for Peace, September 30, 2022

While this may seem like a lot of money considering Washington’s failure to pass basic
social and infrastructure policies for people in the United States, it’s only a fraction of the $7
billion in Afghan financial reserves the Federal Reserve Bank of New York illegally seized last
year.

The Unholy Trinity of Britain’s Home Secretary Priti Patel: Hate, Lies and Games

By Megan Sherman, September 28, 2022

This Tory fundamentalist arch villain is surely not Boris, as lamentable as his politics is. In
her  tenure  at  the  Home  Office,  Priti  Patel  was  clearly  and  decisively  heading  for  fascist
status,  triangulating  policy  to  attack  the  most  vulnerable.

Has the CIA Blown Up the Nord Stream Gas Pipeline to Prevent Russia Coming to Europe’s
Rescue this Winter?

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, September 28, 2022

As both Nord Stream 1 and Nord Stream 2 both suddenly lost pressure last Monday, Swedish
seismologists registered multiple explosions.  The pipeline director reports unprecedented
damage.   Clearly  this  is  deliberate  sabotage  and  could  only  have  been  done  by  a
government with submarine capability to place underwater mines.
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